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A comparisonof stone implements, whereverfound, reveals great
similarity in them, not only in shape, but also in the method of
their manufacture. Local peculiarities, it is true, are often to be
observed, but as a rule they are more often due to material than to
shape or finish. If we except the Governmeht publications on
archaeology, and Evans' Ancient Stone Implements of Great
Britain, worksrelatingto this subjectare, generally speaking, poorly
illustrated; outlines are well executed, but the character of work
on the implementsdoes not appearto be considered of importance,
and as a rule is inadequatelyshown. In referringto what has been
written on the subject I have often been forced, in interpreting the
text, to rely on inferiordelineations. Moreover,thereis often a lack
of sufficientinformationregarding the proportion of the figuresto
the implementsillustrated.
Through the courtesy of the officersof the National Museum I
have been enabled to examine a collection of implements from different parts of the world for the purposeof endeavoring to demonstrate the probablefunction of one implementwhich appearsto have
been put to a usedifferentfromany heretoforeassignedto it, and to be
found over a wider range of territorythan has been generally understood. Therearemanykinds of stone hammers,and they are of many
sizes-from that of a walnutto the large maulsused in quarries,which
were often heavier than a single individual could readily manage.
The hand hammer,familiarto all, was probablythe tool upon which
races living in the stone age relied more than upon any other object
to fashion other stone implements. Figure I is a typical hammerof
39
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quartzitefrom McMinn county, Tennessee, the peripheryof which
is pitted by use, and the flattenedsides show that it has been used as
a rubbingstone as well; for not only did the savage rely on the
hammerto peck an axe or celt into shape, but it was also used for
rubbing or polishing the implement after it had been shaped.
There is no implement more common among the relics of the
stone age, none the uses of which have been less discussed by
archaeologists,and none more deserving of thoroughdiscussion.
An examinationof these objects will demonstratethat three types
probablycontain them all.
First. The oblong or flattenedellipsoid having a pit on one or both
sides; the pits probablybeing intended as finger-holdsto relieve the
index finger from the constant jar occasioned by quickly repeated
blows on a hardsurface. The peripheryof these will often be found
quite smooth, at other times rough,according as it has been last used
as a hammeror as a rubber,although hammersof hard and tough
material,when used on stone of similar character,wear away on
the peripheryas thoughrubbed. Often one or both of the flattened
sides show the effect-of rubbing, as in Figure i.
Second. The spherical implement slightly flattened at the poles,
showing a battered and commonly a smooth surface. These two
types may be considered as common all over the world.
The third type would appearto be the grooved hammer,of the use
and distributionof which is less known. This type was evidently
intended for hafting, which would interferewith its use as a rubber.
All three types vary greatly in dimensions, but as a rule the two
firstare of a size suitable for hand use, not only for hammering but
also for rubbing.
It is intended to discusshere the hammerused in stone pecking
as distinguishedfromthe chipping hammer. By the latter a slower
and moredeliberateblow would be given, and consequentlyits shape
would not be material.
That nutsand bones could be crackedand paint and grain could
be ground with hammersis admitted, but it is contended that no
reasonable amount of such work would cause the implements to
present the appearance they do if only so used. Moreover, any
unshapedstone would have answered these purposesas well as a
finished implement; hence, is it reasonableto suppose that savage
man would trouble himself to fashion useless objects.?
Hammerswere made of any hard stone that could be obtained.
It is common to find them of diorite, quartzite, or other tough
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material capable of the greatestamountof work with the least wear;
they would be gritty, as is almost invariablythe case, to grind the
pecked surfaceas work progressed. It can hardly be doubted that
men living in an age of stone must have been conversant not only
with the best sources of material,but also with its adaptability for
particularuses.
As some may doubt whether the stone hammer could do the
work suggested, a specimen is shown in Figure 2. It is made of
a close-grained black porphyry that in 1878 was pecked out and
grooved entirely with a stone hammer by the writer as a first effort
to demonstrate the method of axe-grooving. The work on this
stone representsapproximatelyfive hours'labor. When the hardness of material is taken into consideration, it is safe to conclude
that it could not have taken more than one-half as much time to
groove an ordinaryaxe, since they are of much softer material.
From this may roughlybe calculatedthe time that would be required
to fashion a stone axe or in fact any other stone implement which
was madeby peckingand polishing; and it will be seen that, granting
a liberal allowance of time, the manufactureof stone implements
consumed a small portion of the time supposedto be requisite. The
statement that the manufacture of an axe or in fact of any other
stone implement was a long process has so often been made that it
may be regarded as a common belief among archaeologists. So
great have the difficultiesof their manufacturebeen supposedto be
that it has been surmisedeven that early races had other than stone
tools. Among the well known authors who have suggested one or
the other of the above ideas may be cited, Evans, Dawson, Bancroft,
Lubbock, Southall, Schliemann, Wilde, Kellar, and Wilson, of
Scotland; yet all of them must have been familiar with the hand
hammer,which is common whereverstone implementsare found, as
will be shown; and many of the above named authorsfurnishillustrations of hammers,though they usuallycall them by other names.
Others describe the hammers as objects of unknown uses, or
attribute to them uses other than pecking. Jones, author of "cAntiquities of the Southern Indians," suggested that they are nutcrackers, and Dr. Rau concurred with him. Stevens in "Flint
Chips" suggeststheir use for flakingby percussion,with which view
Nillson appearsto agree. Sir John Lubbock doubts whether they
really belong to the stone age.
The pecked surfaceof implements,which differs so greatly from
the grooved and polished surface of those made of flint, does not
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appear to have been adverted to by more than one or two authors,
and the origin of the pecked surfaceappearsto have been left unexplained. In the collection of the National Museumare celts, both
pecked and polished, from Sweden, Denmark,France, Switzerland,
England, Ireland, Greece, the United States, Central America, the
West Indies, Mexico, Brazil, SandwichIslands, New South Wales,
New Zealand, Japan,and India; all of them show the marksof the
stone hammer. Figure 3 is a rudely pecked celt of induratedclay
slate from Bradley county, Tennessee, the whole surfaceof which is
pecked. Figure 4 is a diorite celt from Yverdon, Lake Neuchittel,
the blade of which is ground, but the rest of the implementshows
clearly the pecking process. These two implements may be taken
as fair types of stone-hammer work, the one in its rough and the
other in its more complete stage.
Schliemannfound celts at Tiryns and Mycenae,and at Hissarlik
more than 500oowere discovered. Judging from the photographsof
these objects as they are presented in " Trojanische Alterthume,"
they were evidently pecked into shapewith stone hammers,of which
he found thousandsin the four lower cities of Troy.
Dr. C. C. Abbott, in " Primitive Industry," says hammers are
supposedto have been used for pecking axes and celts, and also
mentions them as rubbers,but appearsto think they would readily
be broken, and that it would be vain to attempt to determinethe
particularpurposeof all hammers.
The materialof which hammersare made varies greatly in hardness, and it would naturally be selected with reference to the
particularstone to be worked. In forty-odd hours' work a jasper
hammer, in the hands of the writer, showed little wear, although
the material upon which it was used was nephrite-one of-the

toughestof knownstones. Quartzitevariesin texture. Someof it
is almostassoft assandstone,andagainit is almostashardasjasper.
The hammerof hardquartziteis hardenoughto fashiona number
of almostany sort of implementsfoundon the Atlanticseaboard.
thata greatlengthof timewasnecessaryto fashion
Thesupposition
a stoneimplementgaineda certaincredenceprobablyfroma passage
in Lafitau's"Mceursdes SauagesAmeriquains,"Paris, 1724.
" Hatchets,"he says, "have beenusedoverthe wholeof America
fromtimeimmemorial. Theyaremadeof a pebblehardand difficult to break. Theyrequirea greatdeal of timeto makethemserviceable. The mannerof preparingthem is to sharpenthem by
rubbingthemon a sandstone,and to give them,by meansof time
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and work, very much the appearanceof our hatchets, or of a wedge.
Often the life of a savage was not sufficient for this purpose, from
which it comes that such an article, though rough and imperfect, is
a precious heritage to their children."
A large proportionof the Indian tribes were living in a state of
savageryat the date of Lafitau'swork in America, but the French
had occupied a large portion of Canadaone hundred years before,
and metal must have generally supplanted stone for tools prior to
the time of Lafitau. Iron axes and hatchetswould have great value
to an Indian possessedonly of those of stone, and the trade in iron
implements must have spread over vast distances. John Smith
found at the head of Chesapeakebay, in I6o8, articles of European
manufacture,which he supposedhad come into the Indians' possession by trade with settlers on the St. Lawrence. Lescarbotin i618
describes the Canadian Indians as being indolent and idle, except
in regard to hunting. Lafitaugoes furtherand says of the natives,
"Idleness, indolence, and laziness was at the bottom of their character," and he adds that " they passedtheir time with armscrossed,
doing nothing except singing, dancing, and attending their assemblies." These descriptionsagree better with the generallyreceived
opinion of savage characterthan those which attribute to an individual of the stone age the patience of a Chinese ivory carver, or
even of those more advanced races who first wrought sculptures in
hard stone. Captain Cook in his voyage to the Pacific found the
aboriginesliving in a pure age of stone, and traded metal extensively with them; yet upon his return, only two yearslater, he found
that stone tools, which were common at the time of his first visit,
had almost entirely disappearedfromuse and were difficultto obtain.
Lafitau'sremarksin regardto the length of time necessary for the
fashioning of stone implements were evidently made carelesslyand
in ignorance of the facts, for the necessariesof life weretoo difficult
to obtain to permit a lifetime, a year, a season, or even a month, to
be spent in fashioninga hatchet that might be lost or broken by the
firstcarelessblow.
One of the best-known implementsfound in Europe is the bored
hammer,called also Thor-hammer,axe-hammer,or Danish hammer.
Concerning the external shaping of this implement no suggestions
appearto have been made. They are often found roughly pecked
into shape, of great symmetry, and are almost invariably bored;
frequently,however, they are perfectly smoothed or polished as a
celt. Figure 5 is of diorit efrom Sweden, and shows the same char-
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acter of work as appearson Figure 3. The whole surface and the
hole for the handle has been pecked, yet the method of fashioning
these implements has been declared to be inexplicable. Similar
objects have been described from the United States, but they must
be very rare. They are seldom, if ever, found of flint.
The workmanshipof the chipped flint of Europediffersfromthat
of the Thor-hammerand celt of toughermaterial. Flint implements
are almost, if not invariably, chipped or ground; usually both
chipped and ground. Flint has a conchoidal fracture, is easily
worked, and may be readily chipped into almost any shape. If
batteredwith a hammer, flint will fracturestraight throughand the
implementwill be ruined. Figure 6 illustrates a celt of flint from
Jutland, Denmark, and exhibits very perfectly the chipping and
grinding process by which flint implements were usually worked.
Sir John Lubbock, Nillson, Tyler, and Southallattributethe Danish
hammerto the age of metal, and the suggestion has been advanced
that the hole has been bored with tools of bronze. Though in the
two lower cities at Hissarlik, Schliemann found no bronze, he discovered these hammer axes. Their points often present a battered
appearance,as though they were used in hammering stone. The
heavierclassof stone implements,upon a carefulexamination,will be
found to present (flint excepted) a pecked or battered surface,
although instancesare not uncommonwhen the hammermarkshave
been almost, if not entirely, ground away and the surfacepolished.
The blades and thin edges of implementswere ground, since blows
upon the thin edge would likely fractureit. Figure 7 is a grooved
axe of water-wornpebble from Northumberlandcounty, Pennsylvania, showingthe naturalsurfaceof the pebble, with the groove and
part of the implement pecked into shape.
The characterof work observable on this class of stone implements is the same all over the world. Whetherthe objectsare from
the ruins of Greece or the village sites of America; from the lake
dwellings of Switzerland, Ireland, or Scotland; whetherit be the
axe-hammerof Scandinaviaor the celt from New Zealand, Japan,
or India; the statuesof Central Americaand Mexico or the sculptures of ancient Egypt and Greece-all present the same characteristic pit-marks,the origin of which has heretoforenot been satisfactorily explained. This origin may be explained readily on the
supposition that they were made by the hand hammerof stone. It
has been suggested that man possessedtools made of a copper alloy
with which the stone objects in question might have been fashioned,,
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but no such tools appear to have been found. Another suggestion
is that the pit-markswere produced by a sharp-pointed stone tool.
If so, scratcheswould be left on soft material, and a hard surface
would break the tool. On the other hand, the stone hammer is
capable of such work (Figure 2), has actually done it, and moreover is commonly found whereverstone implements are met with.
It may be confidently asserted, for instance, that the hand hammer
will be found wherever archaic sculpture is discovered, as was the
case at Mycena. That no special notice of such tools appears in
connection with these finds can only be explained, as at Mycene,
on the ground that excavators have considered the hand hammer
as pertaining rather to the domestic economy of the ancients than
to the work of sculpture. At Hissarlik,whereSchliemannexcavated
52 Y feet to bed-rock, he describes seven strata, each stratumbeing
occupied by a separatecity. Admitting that the accumulationof
debris in ancient times was greater than at present, a vast number
of years must have elapsed from the date when the first town was
settled until the uppermost site was finally abandoned. Objects
found at Hissarlik or Troy appear to demonstrate that man, living
in the two lower stratawas in the very early part of the age of metal,
if not in the pure age of stone; yet stone hammers were found
in the four lower strata by thousands. Even in the fifth city celts
were found, but no axe-hammers. Schliemann describesa grooved
hammer,not unlike Figure 2, found only six feet below the surface.
This would place it only at the bottom of the seventh city.
Celts were commonly polished, were always graceful in outline,
and would naturallybe preserved. The hammeris homely at best
and is less sought for by collectors; but from an archmological
standpoint the hammertells us more of ancient times than does the
celt. It appearssingular that archaeologicalauthors,as a rule, have
paid so little attention to this implement.
The hammer here shown from the third city of Troy, the one
fromArizona, as well as those from Switzerlandand South Carolina,
all evidence by their shape and battered edges that the use of the
implement was similar whereverit was met with. It being shown,
as in Figure 2, that the pitted appearanceon stone implements can
be produced by the use of the stone hammerand is not to be distinguished from the work on celts, axes, etc., the only inference permissible is that the methodsof manufacturewere in all cases the same.
In works on archaeology the hammer has received many names,
and as many different uses, other than that of a fashioning tool,
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have been attributedto it. The process of its manufacturehas also
been variously explained. Among some of the names given by
writers to this implement are the following: Disc-hammer, hand
hammer,chipping-hammer,nut-cracker,milling-stone,grain-bruiser,
corn-crusher,mealing-stone, oval-tool stone. Othershave included
it among the discoidal stones. One says all hammers are bored.
Another would call implementsof this class hammersif they are not
bored. Another thinks the hammerwas intended fordriving wedges
or chisels. Some consider that the pits on the flat surface were
made with a punch or chisel. One says the use of the tool is unknown. It is attributedalso to the age of metal. Some authorsdo
not apparentlyconsider the stone hammerworth describing. Mansfield Parkyus,in "Life in Abyssinia," says the natives smoothed a
grinding stone by pecking with a pebble, which was long and
tedious, but produceda tolerably smooth surface.
Whether the authoris right or wrong in the suggestion as to the
use of this implementas a pecking stone, it must be admitted that
the hand hammeris an implement the name, age, and uses of which
are a subject which has caused a great diversity of opinion. Found
alike in the caves of England and the continent, in the lake dwellings of Europe, in the dolmens, in the lowest strataof Troy, or on the
village sites of recent savage races, it may be considered a universal
tool, used by man through all ages-a cutting and probablya polishing tool as well.
The celt or axe, as well as the pestle and the beautiful discoidal
or hammerstones, may be pecked into shapeby means of the hand
hammer,and its use is apparenton more than one stone pipe; the
same pecking-marks are visible on the statuaryand carvings of
America and Greece and Egypt. When surfaceswere to be cut the
hammer sufficedfor the work, even were the stone so hard that a
steel tool would have been useless. A vast majorityof the heavier
stone objects present evidence of the peculiar work of the hammer-possess grooves and have few if any angles. The same implement after being used to shape the stone would smooth and even
polish its surface. Copper was employed by the American Indians
as a stone. Being malleable, it was battered into shape, and all
early travellers on this continent found it common among the
Indians. It may even have been used on very soft stones as a cutting tool.
The stone hammerof the middle Atlantic coast appearsmost
commonly to havebeen made on a tough, compact and fine-grained
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quartzite. Though softerstones wereused, doubtless,when soft material was to be worked, jasper, which will work any stone of which
implements were made, was probably also employed. The wear
on the hammer depends largely upon the material worked, and in
selecting the hammer, it may naturally be supposed the workman
would consider this.
The writer began the study of this subject in an effort to demonstratethe manufacturingof a grooved-stoneaxe. It was then observed
that the surface marksof the celt and the discoidal stones indicate
a similar method. The ceremonial implements also, and even certain of the bird pipes, presenteda similar class of work. Finally an
examination of the collection of the National Museumwas made,
and it was observed that the Mexican and CentralAmerican carving presented the same surface indications, allowing for difference
of material, as the celt and axe. There appearedto be but one inference, and that was that the process of manufacturewas similar,
and that the tool was the same in each instance. The hammerwas
the only tool known to the writer that would produce such results,
and experimenthas shown that the hammercould produce them.
To return to the processemployed by the ancient sculptor: In
the National Museum there are but few statues, and they are from
CentralAmerica. A careful examination of these objects reveals
the same pecked surfacesobservableon celts and other small implements. All the workon these sculpturescould readilybe done with
the stone hammer. The materialof the sculptureis a volcanic tufa,
and had an implement like the chisel been used it is submittedthat
lines would be visible indicating the employment. Such is not the
case, for pecking only appearson them.
Egyptian sculpture of the earlier dynasties also seems to show
the same character of pecking that is visible on the sculptures of
America. In both classes angles are quite unusual,while curved
lines and grooves are frequent. The same may be said of ancient
Greek sculpture. If man has graduallyadvanced from a very low
stage, and the hammer can be shown to have been the fashioning
tool of early man, would not it remain so until a superior material
became available? The engraving of the tablets found at Mycenae,
as illustratedin Schliemann'swork, appearto indicate also the same
general characterof work as is seen on the CentralAmericansculptures. As appearsfrom the pit-markson the surfaces,the furrowsare
all curves-in fact, every detail of manufacturecan be explained on
the theory that they were made by the stone hammer,numbersof
40
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which were therefound. Going furtherthanthis, however,it can be
shown that the early Egyptian sculpture,probablyas recent as the
20oth dynasty, was more likely produced by means of the hand
hammerthan with any other implement, notwithstandingthe theory
:f Mr. Emil Soldi, president of the section of the history of art of
the Numismaticand ArchaeologicalSociety, in his work" La Sculpture Egyptienne," Paris, 1876, who claims that iron and steel were
the implementsof ancient Egyptian sculpture. He says we are reduced to hypothesisconcerning processesemployed by artists of the
Nile, and causes which have impressed on its sculptureits general
character,that savants have attributed fabulous methods far from
the real facts; that the explanation of the Egyptians working the
hardestmaterials-granite, basalt, and diorite-was due to youthful
determination in them as a nation ; it was principally these materials, he says, which accounted for their sculpturesbeing so impressiveand remainingof an architecturalcharacter. Materialand
processhad immenseinfluenceon art. Egyptologistshave imagined
peculiarprocessesof sculpture,but he imagines methods similar to
those of the present time, and suggests the pointing tool as the implement used not only to cut and reduce the block, but to fashion
the hair and producethe broken and irregularlines apparenton the
sculptures of the Louvre. He further suggests the marteline or
double-edgedpick or hatchet as of frequent use in Egypt, and remarksthat there are no evidences of the use of the chisel at an early
date, and calls attention to the rose granite sphinx of the Louvre,
and says the polish has not worn awaynor the fracturesof the point
which did the modelitig. He says Mr. Wilkinson claimed the
Egyptians did their work with a bronze chisel--one of which was
found in a quarryof soft Theban stone. Mr. Soldi claims that the
workwasdone with iron or temperedsteel. Iron, he says, wasknown
to the Egyptians,and he accounts for its disappearanceby the presence of nitre in the soil. He shows that elegance and grace first
appeared in the statuaryof the 26th dynasty, and that a peculiarity of the ancient design which representedthe four fingers of the
hand of equallength, divided longitudinallyby striae. In Mr. Soldi's
work are presented two engravings of Theban painting, the one
representing a sphinx, the other the statue of a man, in each of
which are individuals polishing the sculptures with discs; there
also appear figures with objects in their hands, with which they
seem to be hammeringthe figures. These illustrationsare referred
to as having peculiar significance in considering the question
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of the use of the hand hammer in carving. There is nothing
in Mr. Soldi's argumentthat will not apply with equal force to the
small Mexican statue illustratedhere. Upon it may be seen similar
pit-marks,and the work is of the characterhe describes. The head
has been broken off the neck of this figure,which is unfinished; the
pecking is as plain as on Figures 3, 5, and 7. The pose and design
of this statue may be rude, but it is certainly equal, if not superior, to a vast majorityof the ancient statues of Egypt. Every
expressionused in describing the pitted surfaceof Egyptian statuary
has been employed by one author or another in describing celts or
axes.
Ancient man in Americawas not possessedof iron or steel, nor of
other hard metal, yet he fashioned discoidal stones, ceremonial
weapons, animal pipes and figures with stone hammers, any of
which requiredmore delicate manipulation than did the Egyptian
statuaryof antiquity. Can it be claimed that the Egyptian was the
inferior of the Indian in producing statuary,both being possessed
of the same working tool? The bottom of the Homeric city of
Troy was but thirty-threefeet below the surfaceof the hill of Hissarlik. In this city bronze was found. Ten feet above was the
surfaceof the burned city. Thus we may safely say that one thousand years before the Christianera man fashioned tools of bronze;
that there were found also stone celts of beautifulshape and pestles
of stone, both probablyfashionedwith the stone hammer. Twentynine feet deeper than the surface of this destroyed city, nearly on
bed-rock, Schliemannfound gold, lead, and copper that had been
worked. Here also he found stone hammersby the thousand,celts,
pestles, discoidal stones, and the Danish bored axe. All these articles requiredskill to manufacture,and in other countries in a like
stage of development were contemporaneouswith rude carving.
Who can at presentsuggest the number of centuries that were required for the accretion at Hissarlik of twenty-nine feet of detritus?
Who with our present knowledge would attempt to venture a suggestion as to the period of time that had elapsedprior to the founding of this lower city, since man first fashioned implementswith a
pecking hammerand rubbed them smooth, partly at least, with the
same implement.
The contention in favor of the use of iron and steel or bronze in
fashioning celts or statuaryof diorite cannot be maintained. The
stone hammer,in a part of the world at least, was used in shaping
tools and figures of stone. Is it not a permissible inference that
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this was the carving tool, not only of the age of stone, but through
it to that of bronze, and even to a later period, until iron came into
comparatively common use? Then and then only would stone
begin to be supplanted by the iron carving tool and sculpture show
signs of advance; even then, however, first in the softer stones.
We may well imagine that the hammer first used for chipping
would soon be employed for pecking the rudest implements. The
latter in turn would be fashioned with more care, until in time it
would become possible to shape the rude outlines of man and beast.
The oft-advanced theories of softening the stones intended to be
worked, of diamond drills, of hardened copper, of tempered steel,
in the possession of the Peruvians or Egyptians, are not supported by
facts, and must give way in favor of the tool all early races possessed,
the hammer stone, which can readily be shown to do any work on
stone implement or carving and to do it well and rapidly.
The views here set forth are supported by the experience of many
years in the collection and study of implements, as well as by experiment. Whether or not they are accepted as sound, it is believed
that an intelligent discussion of the subject by archaeologists will
advance our knowledge of man in the age of stone. The method
of the manufacture of pecked implements has been declared to be
one of the mysteries of archaeology. It is hoped that the mystery
is here at least partially solved.
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FIG. I-The pitted stone hammer.
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PLATE II.

FIG. 5.
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